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Ielts listening test 2 book 7 answers

You read a free preview pages 6 through 11 not displayed in this preview. You read a free preview of pages 15 through 20 does not appear in this preview. Cambridge Listening Book 7 Test 2 belongs to cambridge IELTS practice set and has been published at the request of IELTS preparing students.
Note: No copyright infringement is intended. We do not owe the content in any way, nor have we participated in the production. See the book for complete information and material. Answers to Cambridge Listening Book 7 Test 2 are in the last part of the page. Answers are targeted and unlocked
automatically after 40 minutes. [lbg_audio1_html5 settings_id='26'] SECTION 1 Questions 1-10 Fill out the form below. Write no more than three words andior a number for each answer. CAR INSURANCEExample Reply Name: Patrick Jones Address: 1 ............, GreendaleContact number: 730453
Occupation: 2............... Car Engine Size: 1200cc Type of Car: Manufacturer: Hewton Model: 3 ............ Year: 1997 Former insurance company: 4 ............ Any insurance claims in the last five years? If so, give short details: The car was 5 .................. in 1999 Name(s)of other driver(s): Simon 6...............
Main driver ratio: 7............... Use of car: social, 8 ........................... Start date: January 31 Recommended insurance scheme Company name:9............... Annual cost: $10.................................. SECTION 2 Questions 11-20 Questions 11 and 12 Mark the map below. Write no more than two words for each
answer. Question 13-18 Complete the table below. Write no more than two words andior a number for each answer. AttractionWell informationSTOPP A:Main booking office First boat: 08.00.m. Last Boat: 13............ p.m.Palacel has lovely 14 .......... STOP B:15............ I have good 16 ......... of centerSTOP
C: Museuml bookstore specializing in 17 ......... by local areaSTOP D:Entertainment Complexl 18......... cinemal Bowling alley l video game arcadeQuestions 19 and 20 Write no more than three words ANDIOR A number for each answer., 19 How often top bus company tours run? ....................................
20 Where can you take a Number One Sightseeing Tour from? .................................... SECTION 3 Questions 21-30 Questions 21-26 Select the correct letter, A, B or C. 21 Antarctic Centre was established in Christchurch because A New Zealand is a member of the Antarctic Treaty.B Christchurch is
geographically well positioned. C the climate in Christchurch is suitable.22 A role in the Antarctic Centre is to provide expeditions with suitable equipment. B provides scientists with financial assistance. C ensures that the research is internationally relevant.23 The purpose of the Visitor Centre is to provide
accommodation. B run workouts. C shows people what Antarctica is like.24 Dr Merrywhether says antarctica is A unlike any other country. B extremely beautiful. C too cold for tourists.25 According to Dr Merrywhether, Antarctica is very cold because of the continent's shape. B it is surrounded by a frozen
sea. C it is an extremely dry Dr Merrywhether believes Antarctica was part of another because A he has done his own research in the area. B there is geological evidence of this. C it is very close to South America.Questions 27 and 28 Finish the table below. Write one word ANDIOR TWO NUMBERS for
each answer. ANTARCTIC TREATY DateEvent1870Polar Research meeting27............ To............ First international polar year1957Anarchic treaty was proposed1958Antharchical treaty was 28 ......... Questions 29 and 30 Select two letters, A-E. What two achievements in the Antarctic Treaty are
mentioned by the speakers? A no military useB animal protectedC historical sites preservedD no nuclear testingE fishing rights protectedS SECTION 4 Questions 31-40 Questions 31-35 Choose the right letter, A, B or C. Left and Right hand in Sport 31 Anita first felt Matthews article was of value when
she realized A how it would help her difficulties with left-handedness. B the relevance of connections he made with music. C the impressive size of her research project.32 Anita feels that the findings of handedness will be of value in A help athletes identify their weaknesses. B help athletes as they plan
tactics for each game. C develop suitable training programs for athletes.33 Anita feels that most sports coaches A know nothing about the influence of handedness. B focus on the wrong aspects of performance.,C underestimate what science has to offer sports.34 A German study showed that there were
larger'mixed handednessx'in musicians as A began playing instruments in early youth. B play a string instrument like the violin. C practices a lot on his instrument.35 Studies on apeat behavior show that Monkeys who always use the same hand to get food are most successful. B monkeys have the same
proportion of left- and right-handed as humans. C more monkeys are left-handed than right-handers. Question 36-40 Complete the table below. Write one word ANDIOR A NUMBER for each answer. SportBest lateralityCommentsHockeymixed lateralityl hockey stick must be used in 36............... l Mixed-
handed players found to be much more 37............ than otherTennissingle lateralityl provides a greater relevant field of 38............... l Cross-lateral players make 39............ for lateGymnasticscross lateralityl gymnasts '40 .................. is important for performancesAnere here [sociallocker id = 20751] [/
sociallocker] More admin 19/06/2020 Cambridge IELTS Reading Cambridge Answers IELTS 7 is the latest IELTS exam preparation. READINGIELTS.COM will help you answer all questions in cambridge ielts 7 reading test 2 with detailed explanations. Passage 1: Why Pagodas Do Not Fall Down
Question 1-4 YES, NO, NOT GIVEN1. Only two Japanese pagodas have collapsed in 1,400 years. Keywords: only , two, collapsed, 1400 yearsIn the first paragraph, the author says: Records show that only two have collapsed in the last 1400 years. =&gt; ANSWER: YES2. Hanshin earthquake in 1995
destroyed the pagoda at toji templeKeywords: Hanshin earthquake, 1995, destroyed, Toji templeIn the first paragraph, says the author: The earthquake in 1995 killed 6400 people.... Nevertheless, the magnificent five-storey pagoda at toji temple in nearby Kyoto left unscathed .... This means that the
Hanshin earthquake did not destroy the pagoda at the Toji temple as it left the pagoda unscathed.+ unscathed = not damaged = &gt; ANSWER: NO3. The other buildings near the Toji Pagoda had been built for the past 30 years. Keywords: other buildings, nearby, Toji pagoda, 30 yearsInformation about
buildings near the Toji Pagoda can only be found in section 1, where the author reports: But it left the magnificent five-story pagoda at toji temple in nearby Kyoto unscathed, even though it leveled a number of buildings in the neighborhood. The author only indicates that the buildings near the Toji Temple
were razed - they fell to the ground - as a result of the earthquake. No information related to the date of these buildings is mentioned.+ near=in the neighborhood =&gt; ANSWER: NOT GIVEN4 . Builders of pagodas knew howto absorb some of the power produced by severe weather conditions. Keywords:
builders of pagodas, knew, absorb, power, weather conditionsIn paragraph 4, says the author: When the pagoda reached Japan, but the architecture was freely adapted to local conditions - they were built less high ... made mainly of wood ... Because of the typhoons that struck Japan in the summer,
Japanese builders learned to expand the eaves of buildings further beyond the walls. This prevents rainwater flowing down the walls.+ severe weather conditions =typhoons [storms with heavy rain and wind]+ batter=hit powerfully=&gt; ANSWER: YES Question 5-10 Classify the following as typical forA.
Both Chinese and Japanese pagodaB. Only Chinese pagodaC. Only Japanese pagodasInformation about Japanese pagodas can be found mainly in section 4.5. Simple interior access to topI section 4, says the author: The Chinese built their pagodas in brick or stone, with inner stairs ... When the
pagoda reached Japan... (it was) made mainly of wood and the stairs were dispensed with because the Japanese pagoda had no special use, but became more of an art object. This indicates that only Chinese pagodas have stairs, which allows easy interior access to the top, so it was easy to reach the
top and use the pagoda as watchtowers. In Japanese pagodas, no stairs were built.+ Dispense with (st) = stop using anything because it is no longer necessary = do away with it It should be noticed here that we do not necessarily need to know the importance of dispensers to learn that Japanese
pagodas do not have stairs. The author says that the main use of Japanese pagodas is as an art object, so we can guess that they do not need stairs.+ interior access = inner stairs = &gt; ANSWER: B6. tiles on eavesIn the last sentence of paragraph 5, the author says: For the same reason, builders of
Japanese pagodas seem to have further increased their weight by choosing to cover these extended eaves not with porcelain tiles of many pagodas, but with much heavier earthenware tilesSo, although they have different types of tiles, both Chinese and Japanese pagodas have tiles on eaves.=&gt;
ANSWER: A7. Use as observation postIn paragraph 4, the author says: The Chinese built their pagodas ... and used them in later centuries as watchtowers. On the other hand, as mentioned above, we see that Japanese pagodas served only as an art object.+ observation post = watchtower + observe =
watch = &gt; ANSWER: B8. The size of eaves up to half the width of the buildingIn paragraph 5, the author says: The roof of a Japanese temple building can be made to overhang the sides of the structure with fifty percent or more of the building's total width, and does not mention Chinese pagodas.+
pagoda = temple building + eaves = roof + up to half = by fifty percent = &gt; ANSWER: C9. Original religious purposeIn paragraph 4, the author says: The multi-storey pagoda came to Japan from China in the sixth century. As in China, they were first introduced with Buddhism and were associated with
important temples. This means that multi-storey pagodas followed the spread of Buddhism from China to Japan, and were associated with existing important temples. Thus, the pagodas in Japan and China were built with a religious purpose, associated with Buddhism.+ original = first introduced = &gt;
ANSWER: A10. Floors that fit loosely over each other. In section 7, the author says of Japanese pagodas: What the early craftsmen had found by trial and error was that under pressure a pagoda's loose stack of floors could be made to slither to and from .... This means that only in Japanese pagodas, we
can find floors that are not actually connected but placed on top of each other / stacked.= &gt; ANSWER: C 11. In a Japanese pagoda, shinbashiraKeywords: Japanese, shinbashiraIn paragraph 6, the author says: Is the answer that - like a tall pine tree, the Japanese pagoda - with its massive trunk-like
central pillar known as shinbashira -just bends and sways during a typhoon or earthquake? ... But the answer is not so simple because the startling thing is that shinbashira actually carries no strain at all. So it can be concluded that A and B are not correct.+ bends correspond to flex and sway + bear =
carry + weight = loadTheauthor continues : In fact, in some pagoda design, it does not even rest on the ground but is suspended from the top of the pagoda ..... This means that it will not connect the floor with the foundations, as it does not even rest on the ground.+ foundation: a construction under the
ground that distributes the load of a building. So C is not right. In section 7, the author says: Shinbashira, running up through a hole in the middle of the building, limited individual floors from moving too far ....+ stop = limit = hold back, limit + floor = floorSo the answer is D: stops the floors moving too far.=
&gt; ANSWER: D12. Shuzo Ishida performs experiments toTasteord: Shuzo Ishida, experimentin paragraph 7, the author Mr Ishida, known to his students as Professor Pagoda because of his passion for understanding the pagoda, has built a number of models and tested them on a shaketable in his lab.
So the purpose of the experiment is to understand the pagoda. The possible answers are C.Learn about the dynamics of pagodas D. understanding old mathematics. But in the following sentences, the author says: The old craftsmen, apparently without the help of very advanced mathematics ... This
means that there was no old mathematics to understand here. So D is not right. The correct answer is C: learn about the dynamics of pagodas.=&gt; ANSWER: C13. The floors of a Japanese pagoda areKeywords: floors, JapaneseFrom question 10, we can easily find that the answer C is correct:
mounted loosely on top of each other. Now we look at other answers to check for sureIn paragraph 6, the last sentence, says the author: Shinbashira, running up through a hole in the center of the building,restricted individual floors from moving too far because, after moving a certain distance, they
slammed into it, transferring energy away along the column. This means that the floors can move away from the shinbashira, known as the central pillar, then slammed into it. So it can be deduced that the floors could not be attached to the central pillar as otherwise, they would not have moved away a
certain distance and then slammed into it. So B is not right. In paragraph 8, the author says: Another strange feature of the Japanese pagoda is that due to the building tapers,with each subsequent floor plan is smaller than the one below, none of the vertical pillars bearing the weight of the building are
connected to its corresponding pillar above. This means that the floors are not connected to each other by weight, because none of the pillars bearing the weight are connected to the corresponding pillar. So D is not correct. No information related to A can be found. But in paragraph 8 we learn that: ... the
individual floors of a Japanese pagoda ... are not actually connected to each other. They are simply stacked one on top of another like a bunch of hats.=&gt; ANSWER: C CAMBRIDGE IELTS 7 – TEST 2 – PASSAGE 1 KEYWORD TABLE Passage 2: The True Cost of Food Questions 14-17 Which
section contains the following information ?14. a charge involved in the purification of household waterKeywords: cost, purification, water Skimming through passage, it can be seen that information related to the cost is mainly in point E. We do not need to know the meaning of the bug. When the author
says the removal of (something) from drinking water, we can rely on drinking water to guess that we need to remove something unhealthy, so that the water can be drink-able.. And this process of removal is called purification. In point E, the author says: Costs including: ... £23m for the removal of bug
cryptosporidium from drinking water by water companies; ...+ bug:a common name used to to bacteria, parasites or viruses + cleanse = removal of the parasite to make drinking water clean = &gt; ANSWER: E15. stages in the development of the aquaculture industryKeywords: stages, farmingOrdene
stages may be related to the process of development of the aquaculture industry. Skimming throughout the passage, it can be noticed that in paragraph B lies a number of words indicating a process : first, then, then, and now. In particular, the author says: First mechanization, then mass use of chemical
fertilizers and pesticides, then .... and now genetic engineering - the further march of intensive farming has seemed unstoppable in the recent ...+ development = further March + March = steady forward movement or progression = &gt; ANSWER: B16. the term used to describe hidden costsKeywords:
term, hidden costsIn paragraph C, the author explains: It is mainly because the cost of all this damage is what economists refer to as externalities: they are outside the main transaction ... For many, the cost may not even seem to be economic at all, but only aesthetically ... The costs that are outside the
main transaction can be understood as hidden costs So the term here is externalities=&gt; ANSWER: C17. An effect of chemicals on water sourcesKeywords: effect, chemicals, waterInformation related to efficacy is found mainly in section B.In paragraph B, says the author: Natural soil fertility falls ... while
the growth of algae increases in lakes due to fertilizer runoff+ effect corresponds to the growth of algae increases+ water corresponds to lakes + chemicals correspond to fertilizer + fertilizer: a kind of chemical added to soil or water to increase productivity = &gt; ANSWER: B Question 18-21 YES, NO, NOT
GIVEN18. Several species of wildlife in the British countryside are decliningKeywords: species of wildlife, British countryside, declining Section B, the author says: In the UK, for example, many of our most beloved farmland birds, such as skylark, grey partridge, lapwing and corn bunting, have disappeared
from vast stretches of countryside, which has even ... insects In the text, the author says that many birds have disappeared so that it can be deduced that their number decreases + several species of wildlife correspond to many farmland birds + disappears in a sudden / mysterious way.+ decrease =
decrease in number = &gt; ANSWER: YES19. The taste of food has deteriorated in recent years. Keywords: taste, deteriorating, recentA reference to the cost of food in recent years can be found in section A. But no sentences indicate the quality of the food, especially the taste.=&gt; ANSWER: NOT
GIVEN20. The economic costs of environmental damage are widely recognized. Keywords: financial costs, envious, muchIn paragraph C, the author says: For many, the costs may not even seem to be financial at all, but just aesthetically- a terrible shame, but nothing to do with money. The cost here is
the cost of environmental damage that in paragraphs B.In paragraph C, the author explains: It is mainly because the cost of all this damage is ... So it can be deduced that many people fail to make a connection between environmental damage, in turning the British countryside into a battlefield, with the
price that they pay for food as consumers. Therefore, the accounting costs are not widely recognized.=&gt; ANSWER: NO21. One of the costs calculated by Professor Pretty was disease caused by food. Keywords: Cost, Professor Pretty, disease caused by matI section E, on the listing of the costs
according to Professor Pretty, the author mentions : ... £ 169 m from food poisoning Thus, because the use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides and the introduction of monocultures has resulted in the production of food that is harmful to human health, the cost of medical treatment for food poisoning must
be considered as part of the true cost of food.=&gt; ANSWER: YES Questions 22-26 Complete the summary22. Professor Pretty concludes that... is higher than most realize, because we make three different types of payment. Keywords: ours, Professor Pretty, higher, three different types of paymentFrom
keywords, especially the words three types of payment, we can skim through and imply that the content of the sentence is from paragraph E, where the author says: Professor Pretty draws a simple but memorable conclusion from all this: our food bills are actually tripled. We pay for our supposedly
cheaper food in three separate ways: once over the counter, secondly through our taxes ... and thirdly to clean up the mess that modern agriculture leaves behind. + higher corresponds to three times as much / triple + conclude = draw a conclusion + three different types = three separate ways + make
payment = pay for + over the counter: in storesWe need a noun here, which spring is higher, so the word needed is foodbills=&gt; ANSWER: Foodbills23. He believes it is realistic to suggest that the UK should reduce its dependence on.... Keywords: realistically, the UK, reducing,reliance onI point F, the
author argues: Breaking away from industrial agriculture as the solution to hunger may be very difficult for some countries, but in the UK, where the immediate need to deliver food is less urgent, and the cost and damage of intensive agriculture has been clearly seen, it may be more possible. This means
that Pretty feels that breaking away from industrial agriculture is realistic, as the need for food in the UK is less urgent, while the damage of intensive agriculture is more obvious.+ reducing its dependence equivalent to breaking away from the + realistic equivalent possible = possible, probablyWe need a
noun here, for something that the UK should rely less on, or in other words, break away from. So the possible answer is industrial agriculture or intensive agriculture = &gt; ANSWER: industrial agriculture / intensive agriculture24-25. Although most farmers would not be able to adapt ..., Pretty wishes to



initiate change by establishing what he refers to as a ... Keywords: farmers, unable to adapt, government, change, he refers to as aThis is a proposal to Professor Pretty, so we can guess that the information we need to find is from the next paragraph. Especially in point G says the author: Professor Pretty
feels that organic farming would be too big a jump in thinking and in practice for many farmers. This means that it will be difficult for many farmers to switch to organic farming. Here we need a noun that many farmers will find difficult to adapt to. So the answer is organic agriculture=&gt; ANSWER: 24.
organic agricultureThey in the next sentence we find a proposal by Professor Pretty: He recommends the immediate introduction of a Greener Food Standard, which would push the market towards more sustainable environmental practices ...+ introduction can be understood as initiating change+ initiate
= cause to happen, any new changes or policies. We need a noun- something new that Professor Pretty suggests. So the answer is a Greener Food Standard. =&gt; ANSWER: 25.Greener Food Standard26. He feels this would help change the attitudes of both ... And... Keywords: change, attitudes ,
bothIn the next sentences in paragraph G, the author says: It can go a long way, he says, to shift consumers as well as farmers towards a more sustainable agricultural system. This is the Greener Food Standard.+ change = shift + attitude can be understood as a more sustainable agricultural system. We
need 2 nouns, 2 things/persons whose attitudes should change as a result of the introduction of the new standard. So the answer is consumers and farmers.=&gt; ANSWER: 26. Consumers/Farmers CAMBRIDGE IELTS 7 – TEST 2 – PASSAGE 2 KEYWORDS TABLE Passage 3: Makete Integrated
Rural Transport Project Question 27-30 Choose the right heading27. Section BThis section consists of 2 small paragraphs. In the first sentence of Paragraph 1, the author says: When the project began, the Makete District was almost completely isolated during the rainy season, then he lists several
problems. In the first sentence of paragraph 2, he says, before solutions could be proposed, the problems had to be understood. So we can suggest that in this section, the author is going to deal with finding what is the problem with transportation. Therefore, the most appropriate heading should be ii,
identifying the main transport problems + identifying the problem = understanding the problem = &gt; ANSWER: ii: identify the main transport problems28. Section CI the first sentence of this section, the author says: After determining the main transport need, possible solutions were identified that can
reduce time and burden. So we can guess that this part is about solutions. Then, in the following sentences, he goes into more detail about the solutions. In Phase II, from January to February 1991, a number of approaches were implemented in an attempt to mobility and access to transport. In section 4
of section C, the author refers to various means of transport and the plan to use multiple donkeys and locally produced wheelbarrows. Looking back at the header list, you can see that heading v contains keywords such as: improvement, mobility, transport and content also match the section's: Initial
improvements in mobility and transport mode mode = mode of transport = &gt; ANSWER: v: initial improvements in mobility and transport mode29. Section EI the first sentence of the section author claims : It would have been easy to criticize MIRTP for using in the early stages a top-down approach ... but
it was necessary to start the process from the level of state authorities in the district. Here we have a fairly long sentence, and it is better to focus on the main sentence. The author indicates that the process needs state authorities in the district to be involved from the beginning. When you look back at the
header list, the possible answers that contain keywords areiv. The government's instructions. Cooperation between district officialsHow, the heading iv deals with instructions, while in the text the author mentions nothing related to instructions. On the other hand, the headline x deals with the cooperation of
district officials, which matches the content of the text: It would have been difficult to respond to requests from villagers and other rural residents without the support and understanding of district authorities. + cooperation = support and understanding + officials = government + district officials = state
authorities in the district = &gt; ANSWER: x: cooperation with district officials30. Section FThis section consists of 2 small paragraphs. In the first subsection, we can suggest that it deals with the success of MIRTP through the keywords : the result of dedicated work. So, in the second paragraph, the author
says: The experiences of Makete will help this initiative, and the Makete District will serve as a reference for future work. So it can be concluded that the author suggests that MIRTP due to its success may be a model for future work. The most appropriate heading should be i. MIRTP as a future model +
model = reference = something to look for information / advice or to follow + a future model = a reference for future work = &gt; ANSWER: i: MIRTP as a future model Question 31-35 YES, NO, NOT GIVEN31. MIRTP was divided into five phases. Keywords: MIRTP, five phasesSkimming through the
passages, it can be seen that there are only 3 phases mentioned when talking about MIRTP. Phase I is mentioned in part B; Phase II in sections C and D; Phase III is referred to in section D. The answer is therefore NO.=&gt; ANSWER: NO32. Before the start of the MIRTP Makete district was almost
accesible in the rainy seasonKeywords: before Makete, unavailable, rainy seasonIn the first sentence of section B, the author says: When the project began, Makete was almost completely isolated during the rainy season. The regional road was in such poor shape that access to the main cities was
almost impossible for about three months of the year. + almost = almost + isolated = inaccessible = without much contact with other places / people; difficult to reach = &gt; ANSWER: YES33. Phase I of MIRTP consisted of a survey of household spending on transport. Keywords: Phase I, survey,
household expenditure, transportationFrom the keyword phase I, we can easily identify that the information must be found in section 2 of section B, where the author says: The socioeconomic survey of more than 400 households in the District indicated that a household in Makete spent an average of
seven hours a day transporting itself and its goods, a figure that seemed ... Africa. So this means that the survey is on the daily hours spent on the transportation of each household. The survey was therefore a survey of time spent - 7 hours per day - and not of money spent by each household.+ expenses
on = spent on = &gt; ANSWER: NO34. The survey concluded that a fifth or 20% of household transport needs are outside the local area. Keywords: 20%, transportation requirements, outside, localI section 2 of section B, the author says: Interesting facts about transportation were found: 95% were on
foot; 80% were within the locality ... 80% were within the locality, meaning that the other 20% were out of the local area, in other words: 20% of the transport was outside the local area.+ local area = locality = &gt; ANSWER: YES35. MIRTP hoped to improve the movement of goods from the Makete district
to the nation's capital. Keywords: MIRTP, improve, movement of goods, capitalI part C,the author argues: But the difference from the conventional approach was that this time consideration was given to local transport needs outside the road network. This means that the goal of MIRTP is to make the
transportation of goods safer and less demanding by improving the paths, or in other words improving the movement of goods - their import and export - from the Makete district. But the author does not mention where the goods will be transported to, and the capital of the country is nowhere referred to in
the text .+ movement = transport = &gt; ANSWER: NOT GIVEN Question 36-39 Complete each sentence with the correct ending36. Building footbridges, steps and railingsKeywords: footbridges, steps, railingsIn Part C, the author says: Most goods were transported along the paths that provide shortcuts
up and down the hillsides, but the paths were a real safety risk and made the journey on foot even more demanding. It made sense to improve the paths by building steps, railings and footbridges. On the other hand, skimming through the list given, it can be seen that D. Improved paths used for
transporting up and down hillsides consist of words in the above text :p aths, railings and footbridges, improving, up and down hillsides. In addition, the content matches the content text, especially: construction = building = &gt; ANSWER: D: improved paths used for transport up and down hillsides37.
Frequent breakdown of buses and trucks in MaketeKeywords: breakdowns, buses, trucksIn part D, the author argues: The work of improving the efficiency of the existing transportation services was not very successful because most motorized vehicles in the district broke down and there were no
resources to repair them. So it can be deduced that the clause after because corresponds to the given content. We need to find the content that matches one of the other clauses in this text. Skimming through the list, it can be seen that I. Hindered attempts to make existing transport services more
efficient matches.+ motorized vehicles = buses and trucks + attempts = effort + make existing transport services more efficient = improve the efficiency of existing transport services = &gt; ANSWER: I: hindered attempts to make the existing transport services more efficient38. The improvement of
secondary roads and pathsKeywords: improvement, secondary roads, pathsIn part D, says the author: Paths and secondary roads were improved at the request of communities willing to participate in construction and maintenance. So we need to find the answer that matches the content of this sentence.
The most appropriate answer is G. Was made only at the request of locals who were willing to lend a hand + locals = communities + participate in = borrow a hand = &gt; ANSWER: G: was done only at the request of local people who were willing to lend a hand39. The isolation of Makete for part of the
yearKeywords: isolation, part of the yearWord insulation leads us to look at section B, where the author explains: When the project began, the makete district was almost completely isolated during the rainy season. The regional road was in such poor shape that access to the main cities was impossible for
about three months of the yearThis means that the road was in such poor condition (= form) that the Makete district was isolated for parts of the year, especially during the rainy season lasting about 3 months. The results of the improvements are mentioned in Section D. The road improvements and
associated maintenance system had helped make the district centre available throughout the year. + part of the year = rainy / three months of the yearSo the best answer to complete the sentence that matches the content of this text is E.=&gt; ANSWER: E: was no longer a problem when the roads had
been improvedQuestion 40.Which of the following sentences best describes the main objective of Reading Passage 3? Reading about the passage and from the above answers, we can see that the passage deals with the whole process of MIRTP, from how it was implemented and executed (from section
A-D) to the final positive result of it (Section E, F). So the best answer is B. To describe how MIRTP was implemented and how successful it was. A is not correct because in section F, the author considers MIRTP as a reference for future work, it does not mean that MIRTP is necessary in other countries.
In fact, future work here refers to a transport program about to start in Tanzania: the concept of intergrated rural transport is now well established in Tanzania, where a large program of rural transport is about to start. This experience from Makete will help this initiative, and the Makete District will serve as
a reference for future work. C is not correct because this use of donkeys is only a small part of the content of the passage, not the main goal of the author D is not correct because clearly the author claims in section F that MIRTP will act as a reference for future work, so it may not have serious
problems.=&gt; ANSWER: B: To describe how MIRTP was implemented and how successful it was. CAMBRIDGE IELTS 7 – TEST 2 – PASSAGE 3 KEYWORDS TABLE cambridge ielts 7 reading test 2 passage 3 Cambridge ielts 1-15 read test solutions: Click here ! Cambridge IELTS 7 Audio CDs (2)
Examination Papers from the University of Cambridge ESOL Examinations readingielts.com always try to share the best quality articles to help you in IELTS preparation. Preparation.
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